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Two Major UK Banks and a National Government Agency in Western Europe
Select A2iA DocumentReader™ to Automatically Classify Incoming
Customer Correspondence and Transaction Documents
New York / Paris, FR, September 5, 2013 – A2iA (@A2iA), the worldwide leading developer of
cursive handwriting and machine-printed text recognition, and intelligent document classification
software, announced that A2iA DocumentReader has been selected by two large UK banks and a
National Government Agency to automatically classify structured and unstructured incoming
documents, including those that contain cursive handwriting.
Collectively, these two major UK banks process billions of documents each year and operate in a
fast-paced and accuracy-dependent business environment. Embedded into a document management
platform, A2iA DocumentReader processes large volumes of documents automatically and provides
advanced classification and accurate data extraction without manual intervention – including
complex service level agreements (SLAs) and handwritten customer correspondences.
A National Government Agency in the UK has also selected A2iA DocumentReader to process
forms and unstructured documents. This major National Agency manages citizen benefits and
handles more than one billion documents every year. With A2iA DocumentReader, they will be
able to automatically capture images and data from handwritten and unstructured documents,
speeding processing times and delivering more access to the information for search and reporting.
About A2iA DocumentReader™
A2iA DocumentReader is a powerful data recognition and document classification engine that drives successful
workflow automation and digital file conversion processes for leading businesses worldwide. A2iA’s signature
technology includes its software’s unique ability to locate, extract, understand, categorize and sort all types of
data, including cursive handwriting, and convert these diverse data points into easy-to-use, searchable and highly
valuable digital files.
About A2iA
A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is the worldwide leading developer of
handwritten and machine printed text recognition, information extraction and intelligent document classification
toolkits. By enhancing solutions from systems integrators and independent software vendors, A2iA allows
complex and cursive data from all forms, documents and checks including unstructured handwritten letters, to
become part of a structured database, making it searchable and reportable, with the same level of flexibility of
printed or digital data. Proven to reduce costs and nearly eliminate data-entry and manual document processing,
A2iA has been improving business process automation and delivering a visible ROI for over 20 years.
For more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia, or call +1 917-2370390 within the Americas.
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